We present the detection of non-radial oscillations in a hot, helium-atmosphere white dwarf using 78.7 d of nearly uninterrupted photometry from the Kepler space telescope. With an effective temperature >30,000 K, PG 0112+104 becomes the hottest helium-atmosphere white dwarf known to pulsate. The rich oscillation spectrum of low-order g-modes includes clear patterns of rotational splittings from consecutive sequences of dipole and quadrupole modes, which can be used to probe the rotation rate with depth in this highly evolved stellar remnant. We also measure a surface rotation rate of 10.17404 hr from an apparent spot modulation in the K2 data. With two independent measures of rotation, PG 0112+104 provides a remarkable test of asteroseismic inference.
INTRODUCTION
For centuries, we have judged our stellar neighbors by their covers, amassing broad yet superficial knowledge of the stars in our Galaxy by examining only the light emitted from their photospheres.
An opportunity for deeper inquiry has only been available for the past few decades using stellar seismology, allowing us to challenge the theoretical assumptions that underly ever-improving models. These assumptions matter: stellar models are a critical rung on the ladder to our understanding of extragalactic astronomy, from the integrated stellar light of galaxies to constraining the compact remnants that explode as Supernovae Ia and measure out cosmological distances.
Rotation is a significant property of stars and affects physical processes such as convection, diffusion, and the dynamos generating strong magnetic fields, all of which modify stellar evolution. Even when evolution models incorporate rotation, it is often assumed the star rotates as a solid body. Amazingly, we are now in an age where we can use asteroseismology to deeply test for different effects in stars at all stages of evolution -revealing internal rotation profiles (e.g., Aerts 2015) and now even internal magnetic fields (e.g., Fuller et al. 2015) .
One of the significant legacies of the Kepler mission is the measurement of rotation profiles for a wide range of pulsating stars, from several along the upper main sequence (e.g., Kurtz et al. 2014; Saio et al. 2015; Murphy et al. 2016) to thousands along the red-giant branch (see, e.g., Beck et al. 2012; Di Mauro et al. 2016) . Especially significant is the ability to connect core rotation rates to those in the envelope, probing radial differential rotation and angular momentum evolution. For example, Kepler data show that the cores of many red giants spin faster than their envelopes (e.g., Mosser et al. 2012; Deheuvels et al. 2012) . The relatively slow core rates (∼10 d) suggest there is an unknown process efficient at transporting internal angular momentum in evolved stars (e.g., Cantiello et al. 2014; Fuller et al. 2014) .
There are few empirical constraints on how angular momentum is conserved all the way through the final stages of stellar evolution. Although the prospects have been discussed for nearly two decades (Kawaler et al. 1999) , only hot pre-white-dwarfs have been studied in sufficient detail to deeply probe their internal rotation profiles, including PG 1159−035 and PG 0122+200 (Charpinet et al. 2009; Córsico et al. 2011; Fontaine et al. 2013) . Recent efforts have probed less deeply the cooler ZZ Ceti stars (e.g., Giammichele et al. 2016a) .
We present here an exceptional laboratory to connect surface and internal rotation of a highly evolved, apparently isolated star that is now passively losing its residual thermal energy. The white dwarf PG 0112+104 (g = 15.2 mag, J011437.63+104104.3) was first identified as a helium-atmosphere (DB) white dwarf with strong He I features by Greenstein et al. (1977) . It was immediately interesting because it was the hottest DB known before the Sloan Digital Sky Survey filled in the so-called "DB gap" (Eisenstein et al. 2006) . The recent detailed study by Dufour et al. (2010) found that PG 0112+104 has T eff = 31300 ± 500 K, log g= 7.8 ± 0.1 (M WD = 0.52 ± 0.05 M ).
Several groups have searched for photometric variability in PG 0112+104, given its proximity to the DBV (V777 Her) instability strip. Robinson & Winget (1983) did not see variability greater than 2.1 parts per thousand (ppt) in white-light observations over one night, using a two-channel photometer on the 2.1m at McDonald Observatory. Subsequently, Kawaler et al. (1994) saw no significant variability to a limit of 3.1 ppt using roughly 30 min of data taken with the High Speed Photometer on board the Hubble Space Telescope, using 10 ms exposures through the F140LP ultraviolet filter. Fourier transforms of the K2 data of PG 0112+104. The top panel shows the FT out to the Nyquist frequency of our sampling rate of 58.8 s, and subsequent panels show the regions of pulsation variability in more detail. Figure 2 shows the low-frequency variability. Our significance threshold is marked as a dotted red line and defined in the text; significant periodicities are marked as blue dots.
However, two significant periodicities were detected after a five-day campaign in 2001 October in a threechannel photometer on the 2.1m at McDonald Observatory (Shipman et al. 2002) . Using 30 hr of white-light photometry, Provencal et al. (2003) reported variability at 197.76±0.01 s (0.87 ppt) and 168.97±0.01 s (0.83 ppt) not seen in a nearby comparison star. These periods are consistent with the g-mode pulsations typically seen in DBVs. Follow-up observations taken over 1.0 hr with a three-channel photometer on the 3.6m Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope in 2002 July could not confirm variability (Dufour et al. 2010) .
We demonstrate here that PG 0112+104 indeed pulsates at the same periods measured by Provencal et al. (2003) , plus nine additional independent pulsation modes. The amplitude of the pulsations are so low that previous non-detections were simply not sensitive enough to observe the variability. We identify five low-order dipole modes and three quadrupole modes, all of which show rotationally split multiplets and probe the internal rotation at different depths. Additionally, we observe a clear photometric signature of the surface rotation rate, likely caused by a spot rotating into and out of view.
SPACE-BASED TIME-SERIES PHOTOMETRY
We targeted PG 0112+104 for observations during Campaign 8 of the K2 mission; short-cadence data were obtained by Guest Observer programs in Cycle 3 proposed by Kawaler (GO8011), Hermes (GO8018), and Redfield (GO8048). Cataloged as EPIC 220670436 (K p = 15.5 mag), PG 0112+104 was observed beginning 2016 January 04 for 78.723 d with a duty cycle of 96.0%.
We obtained the short-cadence Target Pixel File (data release version 11) from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes and processed it using the PyKE software package managed by the K2 Guest Observer office (Still & Barclay 2012) . We first defined the best pixel extraction using a range of options, and settled on a large aperture with a total of 25 pixels centered around our target. We extracted the light curve, and noticed improved results by not subtracting the median pixel value from each exposure as an estimate of the background. We subsequently fit out a second-order polynomial to flatten the longest-term trends. We then used the kepsff task (Vanderburg & Johnson 2014) to mitigate motioncorrelated noise caused by the regular thruster firings that control the Kepler roll angle.
We fit out a sixth-order polynomial to this self-flatfielded light curve to remove long-term thermal systematics in the K2 light curve. Finally, we iteratively clipped all points falling 3σ from the mean using the VAR-TOOLS software package (Hartman & Bakos 2016) . Most data were clipped in a region when the spacecraft dropped out of fine point control, leading to a 1.3-d gap beginning roughly 28.1 d from the start of observations. A total of 4591 points were clipped, leaving 110,997 observations.
The point-to-point scatter in the light curve prevents by-eye detection of the pulsations. However, the signals come clearly into focus after taking a discrete Fourier transform (FT) of the data, which we present in Figure 1 . Our FTs here have been oversampled by a factor of 20.
To compute a significance threshold for each peak in the FT we performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the data, as described in Hermes et al. (2015) . In short, we keep the time sampling of the data but randomly shuffle the fluxes, creating 10,000 synthetic light curves; we catalog the maximum amplitude at any frequency from the FT of each synthetic light curve. We find that 99.0% of these synthetic FTs do not have a peak exceeding 0.117 ppt, and 99.7% do not exceed 0.121 ppt (all synthetic FTs have a maximum peak larger than 0.090 ppt). We set our significance threshold as the value for which The top panel shows the low-frequency FT of PG 0112+104. We identify two significant peaks, marked with red dots, which describe photometric modulation at the rotation period and its first harmonic. The bottom panel shows the K2 light curve binned into 200 points, folded at the rotation period of 10.17404 hr, and repeated for clarity. A simple spot model is underplotted in red and described in the text.
there is a <1% chance the signal could arise from noise: 0.117 ppt. This is marked as a red dotted line in all figures. This is nearly identical to 5 A , where A is the average amplitude of the FT: 5 A = 0.118 ppt. Table 1 catalogs all significant frequencies detected in PG 0112+104, which were computed using a simultaneous non-linear least squares fit for the frequency, amplitude, and phase of all peaks using the software PE-RIOD04 (Lenz & Breger 2005) . The high precision of the Kepler data actually requires a frequency correction due to the gravitational redshift and line-of-sight Doppler motion of the white dwarf (Davies et al. 2014) . Using the measured radial velocity of 34 ± 3 km s −1 (Provencal et al. 2000) , we transform the observed frequencies (ν o ) to those in the stellar rest frame (ν s ) with the relationship ν s = 0.9998866ν o . All frequencies arising from pulsations and rotation have been corrected to the stellar rest frame in Table 1 (the phases were unchanged). All amplitudes from our least-squares fit have a formal uncertainty of 0.019 ppt. The least-squares fit includes the instrumental electronic (long-cadence) artifacts listed in Table 1 . Phases are measured relative to the mid-point of the first exposure: 2457392.0589289 BJD TDB .
LOW-FREQUENCY SPOT MODULATION
Immediately evident in the low-frequency FT of PG 0112+104 is a peak at 27.3026 µHz and its first harmonic, shown in more detail in Figure 2 . The lowfrequency variability in Figure 2 is not related to the 5.88-hr K2 thruster firing timescale. By folding the entire light curve into 200 phase bins, we see strong evidence for a spot coming into and out of view at what would correspond to a surface rotation period of 10.17404 ± 0.00067 hr. Further evidence from asteroseismology strengthens this claim (see Section 4). We show a simple two-bright-spot (offset dipole) model in Figure 2 , using an inclination of 60 degrees with spots at latitude ±34 degrees. This is the first time a photometric rotation rate has been observed in a pulsating white dwarf, and its source is not immediately evident. The most likely cause is the redistribution of flux from the ultraviolet to visible wavelengths, causing an optical bright spot. While Dufour et al. (2010) put stringent photospheric upper limits on 12 heavy elements in PG 0112+104, several C II and C III absorption features are observed in the ultraviolet. If this carbon is confined to a pole by a relatively small magnetic field, it could serve as an opacity source that rotates into and out of view. This is observed in other white dwarfs. For example, an observed phase difference between the 555 s X-ray and optical modulation of the 32,400 K (Barstow et al. 1997 ) accreting white dwarf in V471 Tau suggests that metals on the white dwarf line-blanket the highenergy flux, inflating the longer-wavelength brightness at the white dwarf rotation period (Clemens et al. 1992 ). Time-series ultraviolet spectroscopy could confirm this hypothesis in PG 0112+104, since the surface abundance of the carbon lines should change with rotational phase.
Regardless of the exact cause of the photometric variability, we measure a surface rotation period of 10.17404 ± 0.00067 hr in PG 0112+104, in line with rotation rates derived from asteroseismology of isolated white dwarfs (Kawaler 2015) . The spectroscopically derived surface gravity (log g = 7.8 ± 0.1) and mass (0.52 ± 0.05 M ) of Dufour et al. (2010) suggest a corresponding v sin i = 1.8 ± 0.3 km s −1 . Dufour et al. (2002) showed that PG 0112+104 does not have an abnormally large surface velocity (v sin i < 10 km s −1 ), despite suggestions from an analysis by Provencal et al. (2000) .
OBSERVED PULSATION MODES
There are clear patterns of frequency spacing in the FT of PG 0112+104, which point to a lifting of degeneracy in the pulsations caused by rotation; the non-radial gmode oscillations of white dwarfs can be decomposed into spherical harmonics of radial order, n, spherical degree, , and azimuthal order, m (Unno et al. 1989 ). To first order, the frequency splittings (δν) are related to the stellar rotation (Ω) by the relation
where C n, represents the effect of the Coriolis force on the pulsations as formulated by Ledoux (1951) . Figure 3 shows the 14.5 − 17.7 µHz splittings which correspond to the = 1 modes present, while Figure 4 shows the 23.2 − 23.8 µHz splittings corresponding to = 2 modes. Significantly, the observed splittings suggest a white dwarf rotation rate of roughly 10 hr. Assuming solidbody rotation at 10.17404 hr in the limit such that the horizontal displacement is much larger than the vertical displacement (which is the case for g-modes in white dwarfs) -C * n, ≈ 1/ ( + 1) -implies rotational splittings for = 1 modes of 13.7 µHz and 22.8 µHz for = 2 modes. Sensitivity to mode-trapping effects from structural discontinuities in the white dwarf model push low-order modes away from the asymptotic limit (C n, < C * n, ), so we expect these values to be lower limits for the amount of the rotational splittings (Kawaler et al. 1999) . This is consistent with what we observe in the frequency differences in Table 1 .
All three peaks of the two highest-amplitude dipole modes are significant, unambiguously identifying the central components of f 1 as 197.20771 ± 0.00022 s and f 3 as 275.55884 ± 0.00067 s. The next two dipole modes only have two significant peaks, complicating mode identification. For f 4 we see weak evidence for a peak at 4085.195±0.029 µHz (0.053 ppt), so we propose the m = 0 component of f 4 is 245.72301 ± 0.00034 s. Similarly, we see marginal evidence for a peak at 3112.322 ± 0.023 µHz (0.067 ppt), so we propose the central component of f 7 is 319.51790 ± 0.00072 s.
None of the peaks around 6277 µHz are formally significant, but their frequency spacing fits our established pattern. Our alternative light curve extraction calculated from the same aperture but subtracting the background provides stronger support for this as an independent mode. It shows three nearly significant peaks perfectly symmetric about the central component (within the uncertainties): 6259.721(0.018) µHz (0.097 ppt), 6277.488(0.015) µHz (0.119 ppt), and 6295.214(0.015) µHz (0.115 ppt); the significance threshold in that extraction was 0.129 ppt. Therefore, we propose f 11 is a dipole mode centered at 159.29938 ± 0.00038 s.
We observe three sets of frequencies that appear to correspond to a consecutive sequence of quadrupole ( = 2) modes. In two cases, the spacings clearly indicate that the central component is absent. This is likely a geometric effect; the m = 0 component of an = 2 mode is strongly suppressed when 50 < i < 60 deg (Pesnell 1985; Brassard et al. 1995; Gizon & Solanki 2003) . We subtract the average frequency difference from the m = +1 component to find that f 5 is centered at 150.7506 ± 0.0010 s, f 2 at 168.3185 ± 0.0010 s, and f 6 at 194.8591 ± 0.0018 s. Interestingly, the m = −2 component of = 2 mode f 6 appears to overlap identically with the m = +1 component of the = 1 mode f 1 .
Additionally, we see three significant frequencies that each appear to be an additional independent mode, but we cannot clearly identify them since they lack multiplet splittings. Because there is not likely another = 1 mode between f 2 and f 3 , which appear to be consecutive overtones, we tentatively identify f 10 as an = 2 mode. At inclinations which suppress the m = 0 component of = 2 modes, the m = ±1 components are more likely to be observed at higher amplitude than the m = ±2 components (there is generally no preference for Figure 5 . Contours of the goodness of fit, σ RMS , from our preliminary asteroseismic analysis of PG 0112+104. The scale runs linearly in tenths of seconds; darker regions correspond to a better fit, such that the darkest colors visible are twice as good a fit as the lightest colors. We mark the best asteroseismic solution as a white dot, and mark the 2σ spectroscopically determined atmospheric parameters from Dufour et al. (2010) in blue. The grey point marks the best fit if f 9 is an = 2 mode. multiplet components of = 1 modes). We tentatively propose the significant peak for f 10 is the m = +1 component (since this is the highest component of all three well-identified = 2 modes), subtract the mean splitting of the = 2 modes (23.53 µHz), and propose f 10 has a central component at 216.447 ± 0.013 s. (If we are instead observing the m = −1 component, f 10 would be centered at 214.264 ± 0.013 s.)
Since it appears close to the mean period spacing for the = 1 modes, we propose that f 8 is an = 1 mode. In the absence of further constraints, we propose the m = 0 component of f 8 is 356.98212 ± 0.00094 s. (However, it is equally likely that this mode is centered at 359.03±0.17 s or 354.96 ± 0.17 s, if we are observing the m = −1 or m = +1 component, respectively, using the 15.99 µHz mean splitting of the other identified = 1 modes.)
The longest-period mode in the star, f 9 , has the leastsecure identification. Incorrectly assuming its azimuthal order makes the largest difference in period: if it is the m = +1 component of an = 2 mode, f 9 would be centered at 503.062 s, a difference of nearly 5.9 s from if it were the m = 0 component of an = 1 mode. We tentatively identify f 9 as a dipole mode centered at 497.1768 ± 0.0028 s (although 501.16 ± 0.33 s or 493.26 ± 0.32 s are equally likely to be the m = 0 component). We also explore the best fits if f 9 is an = 2 mode centered at 503.062 ± 0.072 s.
PRELIMINARY ASTEROSEISMIC ANALYSIS
The period of the m = 0 component of each individual mode forms the input for our asteroseismic analysis. We collect these 11 periods and tentative mode identifications in Table 2 , although note that the exact m identification is not absolutely secure for modes f 6 − f 10 .
We plot our exploration of the minimum goodness-offit in Figure 5 , where we have used a grid-based approach to match the observed pulsation periods to theoretical Figure 3 . The first-order best fit estimates the asymptotic mean period spacing of 39.9 ± 2.6 s. Middle: Deviation from the asymptotic period spacing. Bottom: The average splittings for each radial order, which are correlated with the deviations from the asymptotic period spacing. Both result from mode-trapping effects.
ones computed by adiabatic calculations using an updated version of the White Dwarf Evolution Code (Lamb & van Horn 1975; Wood 1990 ). Further details of our models, methodology, and the goodness-of-fit parameter we minimize, σ RMS , can be found in Bischoff-Kim et al. (2014) .
The models have six variable parameters, which we detail here, including the step size for each grid point: effective temperature (26,200 K, 34,000 K, ∆200 K), overall mass (0.45 M , 0.70 M , ∆0.01 M ), the central oxygen abundance relative to carbon (X O ; 0.1, 1.0, ∆0.1), the mass fraction of the homogeneous carbonoxygen core (X fm ; 0.10, 0.80, ∆0.05), the location of the mixed carbon-helium layer in logarithmic mass coordinates (q env ; −3.4, −2.0, ∆0.2 dex), and the location at which the helium abundance rises to 1 (q He ; −7.0, −4.0, ∆0.2 dex). Our grid has more than 10 million points.
We inspect just the effective temperature and overall mass, which can be determined via independent methods, in Figure 5 . The best-fitting values for the other parameters were optimized at each grid point to make these two-dimensional projections.
There are several ridges of acceptable fits to the periods as identified in Table 2 . Our best fit, marked in white at 30,600 K, 0.54 M in Figure 5 , has σ RMS = 2.471 s; the structural parameters for this best-fit are X O = 0.1, X fm = 0.80, q env = −2.6, and q He = −4.8. Unfortunately, two structural parameters are at grid edges, and the residuals of the best-fit are several orders of magnitude larger than the observed period uncertainties. The second-best fit is only marginally worse, at 32,000 K, 0.48 M , with σ RMS = 2.702 s. The best fit excluding f 9 occurs along the same temperature-mass contour shown in Figure 5 but much hotter, at 33,800 K, 0.46 M .
We have used this best-fit to assign the radial order of the modes identified in Table 2 , since these values are consistent for all best-fit solutions. Our preliminary asteroseismology also consistently points to this DBV being hotter than 30,500 K. However, we do not believe our best fit is confidently at a global minimum. This is unfortunate: Once we are able to calculate the absolute best-fit to the observed periods, we can then perform an inversion to measure the rotation frequencies at various depths, testing for radial differential rotation. This occurs because modes of different radial order can sample different regions of the star from other modes of the same spherical degree. Some modes are more sensitive to deeper regions in the star, while others are trapped in the outer layers; this allows us to probe the rotation rate with depth. We will undertake this more detailed analysis in a future publication.
The modes are restricted to different regions of the star depending on where the radial nodes coincide with sharp changes in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, which are caused by rapid changes in the chemical profile of this chemically stratified compact object. The trapping patterns of these low-radial-order g-modes can be visualized by observing the deviations in the mean period spacing, as well as in the observed rotational splittings, both of which are affected by structural changes in the star. We show in Figure 6 deviations in constant period spacing and rotational splitting for the = 1 modes present in PG 0112+104. We show the same analysis for the = 2 modes in Figure 7 .
Fitting a straight line to the consecutive m = 0 modes provides a measure of the mean period spacing, which is sensitive to the overall mass of the star. For the = 1 modes we observe ∆Π 1 = 39.9 ± 2.6 s (the uncertainties are computing from the residuals between the observed periods and the linear fit). Similarly, for the = 2 modes we observe ∆Π 2 = 22.1 ± 2.0 s. The ratio expected for ∆Π 1 /∆Π 2 from theory is √ 3, and we find 1.80 ± 0.18, within expectations. While neither value puts strong constraints on the stellar parameters, the relatively large period spacings suggest a relatively low-mass DBV, using the models published in Bognár et al. (2014) : < 0.57 M if T eff > 30,000 K, as suggested by spectroscopy.
It is very interesting that the deviations from the mean period spacing in the = 1 modes are correlated with the differences in splittings, shown in the bottom panels of Figure 6 . Both effects result from mode trapping. Kawaler et al. (1999) show that this may be an indication of Ω(r) decreasing with r (see their Figure 6 ). The differences appear anti-correlated for the = 2 modes shown in Figure 7 .
Finally, we have explored any asymmetry in the frequency splittings that could be caused by magnetic fields (Jones et al. 1989 ). Since we cannot see the displacement relative to the m = 0 component in the = 2 modes, we only use the = 1 modes for this analysis 6 . The frequency splittings for both f 1 and f 3 are symmetric to within the uncertainties (0.017 µHz and 0.020 µHz, respectively). Following the method and the scaling factor detailed in Winget et al. (1994) , the frequency symmetry constrains the dipolar magnetic field of PG 0112+104 to be < 10 kG.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The detection of pulsations and rotational modulation in PG 0112+104 is exceptional for several reasons.
First, observable pulsations in such a hot DBV strongly challenges theoretical predictions of the blue edge of the DBV instability strip given current estimates of convective efficiency in DB white dwarfs (Bergeron et al. 2011) . The top 20 best-fit solutions found in our preliminary asteroseismic analysis agree within 2σ with the spectroscopically inferred atmospheric parameters, found from the detailed study of Dufour et al. (2010) to be T eff = 31,300 ± 500 K and log g = 7.8 ± 0.1 cgs. The most recent parameters reported by Bergeron et al. (2011) agree with this determination: T eff = 31,040±1060 K and log g = 7.83 ± 0.06. Non-adiabatic calculations do not predict pulsating DB white dwarfs with T eff > 29,000 K (Dupret et al. 2008) , and trace amounts of hydrogen restrict rather than expand the instability strip (Beauchamp et al. 1999 ).
The relatively low-amplitude pulsations observed in PG 0112+104 demonstrate that many white dwarfs that have been observed not to pulsate, mostly from the ground, may indeed vary but at amplitudes below historical detection limits.
Additionally, PG 0112+104 is the first pulsating white dwarf known with a photometric signal corresponding to the surface rotation period. We infer that the strongest signal originating from PG 0112+104 corresponds to a surface rotation period of 10.17404±0.00067 hr. A folded light curve suggests this modulation arises from a hot spot on the white dwarf that is stable in amplitude and phase over the entire 78.7-d K2 light curve, to within the uncertainties. We speculate that this photometric signal is caused by redistributed flux from the ultraviolet by an opacity source localized on the surface, perhaps by a weak magnetic field. However, the symmetry in the observed pulsation splittings constrains the dipole field strength to be < 10 kG.
We detect 11 independent pulsation modes, the majority of which have solid mode identifications and corroborate the surface rotation period. Both the lack of observed = 2, m = 0 pulsation modes and spot modeling suggest we observe PG 0112+104 at an inclination of ∼60 degrees. Importantly, the observed rotational splittings in these modes are not identical, since the modes are confined to different depths within the star as a result of mode-trapping effects. As such, the pulsations provide an exceptional laboratory to test the radial differential rotation and internal compositional stratification of a highly evolved stellar remnant.
Our preliminary asteroseismic analysis using a coarse grid of adiabatic models has not yielded a reliable global minimum, which is necessary to compute a full inversion to measure the radial rotation profile. We will undertake a more detailed asteroseismic analysis in a future work, and especially look forward to modeling efforts of PG 0112+104 using the static, parametrized equilibrium structures described in Giammichele et al. (2016b) .
Finally, we note that such a hot DBV is also an exquisite laboratory for plasmon neutrino production: we expect its neutrino luminosity to exceed its photon luminosity by up to 30% (Winget et al. 2004) . Monitoring the rate of period change of the pulsations of PG 0112+104 over several years will allow us to infer this excess cooling from neutrino emission. All 26 of the pulsation frequencies in PG 0112+104 are extremely stable in phase, which is unique among hot DBVs observed over long enough baselines (e.g., Dalessio et al. 2013; Zong et al. 2016) . The highest-amplitude pulsations in PG 0112+104 all currently have limits of dP/dt < 4 × 10 −10 s s −1 with just this 78.7-d K2 dataset. While the low amplitudes require multiple nights of observations for ground-based follow-up, the K2 data provides the perfect anchor for such a long-term project. 
